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HIROSHIMA
and
MIYAJIMA
Hiroshima (広島), the world-renowned “City of Peace”, is the
largest city in the western end of the Japanese mainland. It has
enjoyed a miraculous rebirth as a modern thriving city with a
population of well over 1,137,000 (as of May 2003) due to the
bold and far-sighted city-building programs worked out since
Access from Tokyo to Hiroshima:
By JR Shinkansen:
By Airplane:
By Bus:

1954. Hiroshima now forms an important center of administration, education, communication and tourism in that part of the
country and the visitor is always assured of excellent hotel
accommodations, delicious food and many sightseeing attractions.

From Tokyo Sta. 5 hrs. by Hikari (¥18,050), 4 hrs. by Nozomi (¥19,680).
1 hr. 25 min. (from Haneda Airport to Hiroshima Airport), ¥28,300.
Access to Hiroshima Sta. (city center) from Hiroshima Airport: 50 – 60 min. by bus, ¥1,300.
Reservations: Tel. 0120-029-222 (ANA), 0120-5-11283 (JAS), 0120-25-5971 (JAL).
From Tokyo Sta. 12 hrs. by JR Exp-Bus New Breeze (¥12,060) (Overnight).

Access from Kyoto and Osaka to Hiroshima:
By JR Shinkansen:
By Bus:

From Kyoto Sta. 2 hrs. 10 min. by Hikari (¥10,790), 1 hr. 40 min. by Nozomi (¥11,760).
From Shin-Osaka Sta. 1 hr. 50 min. by Hikari (¥9,950), 1 hr. 20 min. by Nozomi (¥10,710).
From Kyoto Sta. 7 hrs. 30 min. by Exp-Bus (¥6,620) (Overnight).
From Osaka (Abenobashi). 7 hrs. 10 min. by Exp-Bus (¥5,700) (Overnight).

Recommended Sightseeing Route:
15 min.
10 min.
15 min.
Hiroshima Sta. ...................................Shukkeien Garden...........................................Hiroshima Castle ............................Peace Memorial Park
walk
(縮景園)
walk
(広島城)
walk
(平和記念公園)
(広島駅)
35 min.
20 min.
...........................................Hijiyama Park .....................................................Hiroshima Sta.
walk
(比治山公園)
walk
(広島駅)

Sea Route to and from Hiroshima
Matsuyama-Hiroshima ¥5,800 by superjet
boat
16 services/day each way; 1 hr. 10 min.
Matsuyama-Hiroshima ¥2,500 by ferry
10 services/day each way; 2 hrs. 40 min.
Beppu-Hiroshima ¥8,500 by high-speed boat
1 service/day each way; 2 hrs. 55 min.
Service suspended in Feb.

• Sightseeing by taxi with recorded English commentaries for the above-mentioned course is available. Reservations: Hiroshima Prefectural Private
Taxi Corporation (Tel. 082-283-2311), Hiroko Taxi (Tel. 082-291-3232): 2-hrs. fare: ¥8,400 (small-sized car), ¥10,400 (mid-sized car) or Tsubame
Taxi (Tel. 082-221-1955): 3-hrs. fare: ¥16,020 (mid-sized car).
• Sunrise Tour (JTB Kansai Sunrise Center. Tel. 075-341-1413); Sightseeing tour by bus (with English-speaking guide)
Departure from Hotel Granvia Hiroshima (10:50 a.m., operated on Sat., Sun., Tue. and Fri. during mid Mar. – late Nov.)
1. One-day tour: Hiroshima (Peace Memorial Park only) and Miyajima (¥14,500/¥12,400 children)
2. Half-day tour: Miyajima (¥8,200/¥6,200 children)
• Hiroshima Streetcar: Streetcar is convenient for city sightseeing. ¥150 for a ride on City Line; ¥210 for Miyajima Line. Transfer (specified stations
oniy):pay ¥150 when getting off and ask for a transfer ticket. One-day pass is ¥600 and is valid for all the streetcar lines including Miyajima Line
which terminates at Hiroden Miyajima-guchi Sta.

Places of Interest:
Shukkeien Garden (縮景園), 15-min. walk or 5 min. by bus
from Hiroshima Sta., was originally designed in 1620 by
Nagaakira Asano, a feudal lord ruling this district. Later emerging in its present form, the garden covers an area of 4 ha. and
is registered as a Scenic Place. It is situated on Kyobashi River,
from which water is drawn to create streams and ponds within its enclosure. The islets and bridges, the swimming carp and
the surrounding woods combine to lend a special beauty to
the garden. Open: 9:00 – 18:00 (Apr. – Sept., no entrance after
17:30), 9:00 – 17:00 (Oct. – Mar., no entrance after 16:30).
Admission: ¥250. Closed Dec. 29–Jan. 3.
Hiroshima Prefectural Art Museum (広島県立美術館) was
opened in 1968. This urban style art museum is located in the
center of Hiroshima City, adjacent to the lush green Shukkeien
Park. Open: 9:00 - 17:00 (Sat.: 9:00–19:00); enter 30min.
before closing time. Closed: Mondays (except for holidays and
days exchanged for holiday), Dec. 28 - Jan. 4. Admission for
permanent exhibition: ¥500. Tel. (082)221-6246.

Hiroshima Castle (広島城), also called “Rijo” (Carp Castle),
10 min. by bus or by streetcar from Hiroshima Station, was
completed in 1589 by Mori Terumoto, a feudal lord. It served as
the residence of the Asano family for more than 250 years until
the Meiji Restoration of 1868. The interior of the five-story donjon, reconstructed in its original style, has been used as a local
museum, but the castle and its precincts now serve as a public
park. From the top, visitors can obtain a view of Hiroshima
Harbor and Miyajima Island on Hiroshima Bay as well as the
panorama of the whole city. Open: 9:00 – 17:30 (Apr. – Sep.),
9:00 – 16:30 (Oct. – Mar.). Admission: ¥320. Closed: Dec. 29 –
Jan. 2. Last admission is 30min. before closing time.
Peace Memorial Park (平和記念公園), 15 min. by streetcar or by
bus from Hiroshima Sta., or 15-min. walk from Hiroshima
Castle, was laid out after the Pacific War at the northernmost corner of the delta separating the affluence of the Ota River into
two additional branches—the Motoyasu and Honkawa Rivers.
The park includes the modern Peace Memorial Museum (East &
West Bldg.), Memorial Cenotaph for A-Bomb Victims and the
Hiroshima International Peace and Culture Hall. Peace
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Memorial Museum is open 9:00 – 18:00 (Apr. – Jul.) & 8:30 –
18:00 (Aug 16 – Nov., no entrance after 17:30), 9:00 – 17:00 (Dec. –
Mar., no entrance after 16:30). Open 8:30 – 19:00 between Aug.1 –
Aug.15. Closed: Dec. 29 – Jan. 2. Admission: ¥50. Tel. (082)241-4004.
Rental audio guide is available in 17 languages. ¥300.
Atomic Bomb Dome (原爆ドーム), 15 min. by bus or streetcar from Hiroshima Sta., stands completely gutted. The concrete
section was burnt and even melted, leaving the skeletal steel
frame exposed against the sky. The dome is situated at
Otemachi near the eastern edge of Aioi Bridge, which was
approximately the epicenter of the atomic explosion of August
6, 1945. It is the only atomic-bombed building in the city that has
been permitted to stand. A-bomb Dome was registered as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in December 1996.
Memorial Cenotaph for A-Bomb Victims (原爆死没者慰霊碑):
Under the huge vault, shaped like the figurine clay saddles found in
ancient tombs, a stone chest has been placed containing the roll of
those killed by the atomic bomb. On the front of the chest is an epitaph inscribed in Japanese, which means “Repose ye in peace, for the
error shall not be repeated.”
Hiroshima Museum of Art (ひろしま美術館), mainly exhibits
European modern art including Impressionism from the beginning of the 19th century to the present day. Open: 9:00–17:00.
(enter before 16:30) Closed: Dec. 29 – Jan.2 . Admission: ¥1,000.
Hijiyama Park ( 比治山公園 ), 15 min. by streetcar from
Hiroshima Sta., forms a small hill situated in the eastern part of
the city. A drive leads to the summit, and from the southern
crown, the visitor can obtain a fine view of most of the city,
including Peace Boulevard. The hillside is covered with multitudes of cherry trees, making it a popular place in the city for the
viewing of cherry blossoms.
Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art (広島市現代
美術館), located in the compound of Hijiyama Park which is 15 min.
by streetcar from Hiroshima Sta. The museum displays contemporary art works created after World War II. Open: 10:00 –
17:00. Closed: Mon. & Dec. 29 – Jan. 3. Admission: ¥320.
Asa Zoological Park (安佐動物公園), 50 min. by bus from JR
Hiroshima Sta. or 20 min. by JR Kabe Line from Hiroshima Sta.
to Omachi Sta. and 6 min. by Astram Line to Kamiyasu Sta., or
21 min. by Astram Line from Kencho-mae Sta. under Hiroshima

Bus Center to Kamiyasu Sta., then 10 min. by bus, is home to
nearly 1,100 wild animals mostly from Africa in its compound of
256,000 sq.m surrounded by low mountains. The animals are not
confined to standard-type cages. Open: 9:00 – 16:30 (No
entrance after 16:00). Closed: Thur. (When Thur. falls on a
national holiday, it will be closed on the previous day.) and Dec.
29 – Jan. 1. Admission: ¥440.

Other Places to Visit in the Vicinity:

Kintai Bridge (錦帯橋), 15 min. by bus from Iwakuni Sta., was
originally constructed in 1673 by Hiroyoshi Kikkawa, a feudal
lord of the district, for the purpose of protecting the residents
from flooding by Nishiki River. The bridge is 193 m long, 5 m
wide and 12 m above the water at the highest point. To erect
the bridge, no nails were used at all; instead, some clamps and
wires were employed as fasteners. During the three months
from June to August, demonstrations of cormorant fishing are
held under the bridge. Reconstruction work is going on untill
2004, but the bridge can be walked across using partly the alternative passage. Bridge toll: ¥220.
Sandankyo (三段峡), a gorge designated as an “Outstanding
Scenic Place,” is situated on the upper reaches of Ota River, 73
km northwest of Hiroshima. Noted for its scenic beauty, created
by the fresh verdure and natural colors in season and a number
of fine waterfalls and rapid streams, the gorge can be reached by
bus in 2 hrs. from Hiroshima Bus Center. It can be reached in 2
hrs. 10 min. via JR Sanyo Honsen Line and Kabe Line to
Sandankyo Sta. (63.2 km), the terminal of Kabe Line. The gorge
extends for 16 km and must be traversed on foot. Microbus service to Deaibashi is available (around Apr. 20–Nov. 20).
Sandankyo is the best place for fall hiking when the leaves turn
red. (The area opens from Apr. to the end of Nov. but is closed
the rest of the year.)
Yuki Spa (湯来温泉), 1 hr. 32 min. by bus from Hiroshima Bus
Center, is a quiet hot spring resort situated in the valley of
Minochi River to the west of Hiroshima. In summer, the croaking of frogs and flashing of fireflies add to the attraction of the
place. With Yunoyama Spa in the neighborhood, the district is
popular with hikers. To the southwest of Yuki Spa lies Iwakura
Spa, 1 hr. 24 min. by bus from Hiroshima Bus Center.
Numbers 1 – 32 correspond to those in the "Accommodations" Iist on page 3/4.
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Accommodations:
Remarks:

Name of Facility

Tel.

Fax.

Room Rate
(¥)

Hiroshima:
1 Rihga Royal Hotel Hiroshima (H)
2 Hiroshima Kokusai Hotel (H)
3 Kikkawa Hotel Flex (H)
4 Hotel New Hiroden (H)
5 Hiroshima Grand Intelligent Hotel (BH)
6 ANA Hotel (H)
7 Hotel Granvia Hiroshima (H)
8 Hokke Club Hiroshima (BH)
9 Hiroshima Tokyu Inn (BH)
10 Regalo Hotel (BH)
11 Hiroshima Intelligent Hotel Annex (BH)
12 Hiroshima Central Hotel (BH)
13 Hotel Yamato (BH)
14 Ark Hotel Hiroshima (BH)
15 Aioi (R*)
16 Taisho (R)
17 Sera Bekkan (R)
18 New Kikusui (R)
19 New Tachibana (R*)
20 Mitaki-so (R)
21 Minshuku Ikedaya (M*) W
22 Mikawa Ryokan (R*)
23 Hiroshima Youth Hostel (Y*)
24 Hotel Sun Palace (BH) W
25 New Matsuo (R*) W
26 Hotel New Ginkaku (R*)
27 Hiroshima Diamond Hotel (BH)
28 Hotel Kawashima (BH) W
29 Aster Plaza Hiroshima (International Youth House)
30 Park Side Hotel (BH)
31 Sun Hotel Hiroshima (BH) W
32 Hiroshima Ekimae Green Hotel (BH)

(082)502-1121
(082)248-2323
(082)223-1000
(082)263-3456
(082)263-5111
(082)241-1111
(082)262-1111
(082)248-3371
(082)244-0109
(082)224-6300
(082)263-7878
(082)243-2222
(082)263-6222
(082)263-6363
(082)247-9331
(082)262-2181
(082)248-2251
(082)248-0175
(082)263-7281
(082)237-1402
(082)231-3329
(082)261-2719
(082)221-5343
(082)264-6111
(082)262-3141
(082)261-8628
(082)292-3161
(082)263-3535
(082)247-8700
(082)244-7131
(082)228-3351
(082)264-3939

(082)228-5415
―
(082)223-5678
(082)263-3784
(082)262-2403
(082)241-9123
(082)262-4050
(082)248-4799
(082)245-4467
(082)224-6301
(082)263-7892
―
―
(082)263-6262
(082)247-9335
(082)264-5570
(082)248-2768
(082)242-4690
(082)263-7286
(082)237-1403
(082)231-7875
(082)263-2706
―
―
―
(082)261-8641
―
(082)263-0345
(082)246-5808
―
(082)228-4114
(082)262-2669

19,000~
12,500~
9,000
13,000~16,000
6,500~
20,000~
18,500~
6,500~
8,900
6,500~
10,000~
6,500
5,300~
6,980~
10,800~
7,000~
12,000
10,500~
7,000~
25,000
4,200
3,610
1,770
5,500~
5,000
5,000
7,245~
5,750~
3,620(without meals)
6,400~
6,800
5,980

(0829)85-0311
(0829)85-0111

(0829)85-0901
―

15,000~
6,400

(0826)28-2308

(0826)28-2290

14,000~

Yuki Spa:
Kajika-so (R)
Yuki People’s Lodge (PL)
Sandankyo:
Sandankyo Hotel (R)

Standard rates are quoted.
1 – 32 correspond to those on the map on page 2/4.
H = Hotel
Rate for a twin room excluding tax and
service charge.
R = Ryokan
Rate per person including 2 meals, tax
and service charge.
R* = Ryokan
Rate per person without meals.
W = Welcome Inn member (See page 4/4 for more

= information.)
BH = Business Hotel
M* = Minshuku
(family-run inn)
Y* = Youth Hostel
PL = People’s Lodge

Rate for a single room excluding
tax and service charge.
Rate per person without meals.
Rate per person without meals.
Rate per person with 2 meals.

Note: Advance inqury by phone for vacant rooms is required.

Accommodation rates are due to change by season or days. Please check the correct rates before you visit.

MIYAJIMA
Miyajima (宮島), literally Shrine Island, a popular name for
Itsukushima Shrine, has long been revered as a sacred island
because of Itsukushima Shrine founded there in 593 A.D. which
is dedicated to the maritime guardian goddesses. The island,
about 31 km in circumference, is easily accessible by ferryboat in
10 min. from Miyajimaguchi Sta., which is reached in 30 min. by
Accommodations:

Accommodation numbers correspond to the map on page 4/4.

Name of Facility
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

JR Sanyo Main Line from Hiroshima Sta. Miyajima, noted for its
magnificent landscape, including the shrine, is an ideal summer
resort, replete with excellent swimming beaches and many pleasant trails for strolling. It is also noted for its cherry blossoms as
well as for its autumnal tints. The lighting of the Shrine makes
the opposite shore beautiful till 23:00.

Miyajima Grand Hotel (R)
Hotel Kamefuku (R)
Ryokan Jukeiso (R) W
Mizuhaso (R)
Guest House Kikugawa (P*) W
Yamaichi Bekkan (R) W
Iwaso Ryokan (R)

Tel.

Fax.

Room Rate
(¥)

(0829)44-2411
(0829)44-2111
(0829)44-0300
(0829)44-0173
(0829)44-0039
(0829)44-0700
(0829)44-2233

(0829)44-2416
(0829)44-2554
(0829)44-0388
(0829)44-0183
(0829)44-2773
(0829)44-0101
(0829)44-2230

15,000~
13,000~30,000
12,000~
8,000
6,000~9,000
11,000~15,000
21,000~

Remarks:

Standard rates are quoted.
R = Ryokan
Rate per person including 2 meals and
service charge.
Y = Youth Hostel
Rate per person with 2 meals.
P* = Pension
Rate per person without meals.
W = Welcome Inn member (See page 4/4 for more
information.)

Accommodation rates are due to change by season or days. Please check the correct rates before you visit.

Access from Hiroshima to Miyajima:

By JR: Hiroshima Sta. → Miyajimaguchi Sta., 26 min., ¥400.
By Streetcar operated by Hiroshima Dentetsu: Hiroshima-ekimae Sta. → Hiroden-Miyajimaguchi Sta., 60 min., ¥270.
Note: JR trains leave about every 6 - 30 min. Streetcars run about every 7 min. Miyajima is reached by ferryboat (10 min., ¥170)
from Miyajimaguchi Pier, a few-minutes walk from JR Miyajimaguchi Sta. or Hiroden-Miyajimaguchi streetcar station.
By Boat: Ujina Port (Hiroshima) → Miyajima Pier, 23 min., ¥1,460. Tel. (082) 254-1701. (Reservation is required.)
(Timetable)
Lv. Hiroshima:
8:33*
09:25 10:25 11:25 14:25 15:25 16:25
Lv. Miyajima:
9:02*
10:00 11:00 13:57 15:00 16:00 17:00
* Service is available on Sun. and national holidays.
• Ujina Port (40 min. by Hiroshima Dentetsu from Hiroshima-ekimae Sta. ¥150)
• 2 -day pass valid for the local streetcars, ferryboats and ropeway is available (¥2,000).
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4-hour Hiking Route:
10 min.
5 min.
5 min.
5 min.
Miyajima Pier ................Itsukushima Shrine.....................Nishi-Matsubara & Kiyomori Shrine .....................Miyajima Aquarium ...................Omoto Park
(厳島神社)
(西松原)
(清盛神社)
(宮島水族館)
(大元公園)
(宮島桟橋)
5 min.
3 min.
1 min.
1 min.
15 min.
.................Miyajima Museum of Historical and Folk Materials..............Daiganji Temple.................Treasure Hall..................Tahoto (Pagoda)............................
(宮島歴史民俗資料館)
(大願寺)
(宝物館)
(多宝塔)
20 min.
20 min.
10 min.
..........Hiramatsu Park.........................Momijidani Park ............................Five-storied Pagoda & Senjokaku..................Miyajima Pier
(平松公園)
(紅葉谷公園)
(五重の塔)
(千畳閣)
(宮島桟橋)

Places of Interest:

Annual Events:

Itsukushima Shrine (厳島神社), 10-min. walk from the pier,
Kangen-sai (管絃祭) (Orchestra Festival) is the largest annual
presently consists of the Main Shrine and several subsidiary
festival held on the day of Jun. 17 by the lunar calendar at
shrines and buildings—all connected by wide corridors or galItsukushima Shrine, when three stately barges bearing a portable
leries. These stretch above the sea on both sides of the shrine so
shrine as well as priests and musicians cross the bay along with
that when the tide comes in, the whole edifice seems to be floatother gaily decorated boats joining the colorful procession.
ing. The Main Shrine, Heiden (Offering Hall), Haiden
0
150 m
Rent-a-Cycle is at JR
Mt. Misen
(Hall of Worship), Haraiden (Purification Hall) and
Observatory
弥山
Miyajima
Shishiiwa
Miyajima Sambashi
Sta.
the corridors have been designated as National
獅子岩
Sta.
Treasures. Along the corridor in front of the shrines
Charge: ¥320 / 2 hrs.,
are exhibited the utensils and sacred vessels used in
Ropeway
Charge: ¥1,050 / day
宮島ロープウェイ
Shinto worship. Open: 6:30 – 17:00 (6:30 – 18:00,
Momijidani Park
Open: 8:00–17:00.
紅葉谷公園
Mar. 1 – Oct. 14). Admission: ¥300.
Tel: (0829)44-0035.
Daisho-in
Mt. Misen (弥山), alt. 530 m, is the highest peak on
11
大聖院
Momijidani
Momijidani
Free bus stop bound
Sta.
the island. The summit can be reached in 15 min. by Sta.
for ropeway
1 Senjokaku
紅葉谷
もみじだに
Omoto Park
2 Five-storied Pagoda
1.7 km-ropeway (¥1,700 for a round trip) to
7
大元公園
3 Daiganji Temple
8
1
Shishiiwa Sta. from Momijidani Park behind the
7
4 Miyajima Museum of
Miyajima
2
5
Historical & Folk Materials
3
shrine plus a 20-min. short hike. The primeval forest Pier
3 4
6
宮島桟橋
4
5 Miyajima Aquarium
1
2
Itsukushima Shrine
here is preserved as a natural monument. A splendid
5
厳島神社
6 Miyajima People’s Lodge
view is afforded of Hiroshima City, the nearby
Rent-a7 Treasure Hall
Otorii
Cycle
Kiyomori
Shrine
大鳥居
8 Tahoto (Pagoda)
mountains and the Inland Sea with its innumerable 6
清盛神社
Numbers 1 – 8 correspond to those accommodations on page 3/4.
islets.
Goodwill Guide Groups like the following offer
tourists from overseas free local tours guided in English
or other languages. They are registered with JNTO and
display a badge. There is no charge for their service as
they are volunteers. You are only expected to pay for their travel
expenses, admissions to tourist facilities if you are visiting them, and
to pay for their meals if you eat with them.
Hiroshima SGG Club
We can take you around at your request.
Apply by phone to Mr. Kiyoshi Tai
(082-843-9030, 9:30 - 21:30) or e-mail (taif@freai-ch.ne.jp)
at least 10 days in advance.
We can meet you at JR Hiroshima Station (Shinkansen exit
or South exit).
Home Visit System
Visit a Japanese Home in Hiroshima
The Home Visit System offers overseas visitors a chance to visit a Japanese
family at home and have a glance at Japanese customs and lifestyle. In general, you are invited in the evening time for tea. The families are volunteers who enjoy making international friends. The Home Visit System,
operating in some cities, is organized by each respective local authority or
local-authority-affiliated non-profit organization. For arrangements in
Hiroshima, contact the following office by generally. One week ahead
before your desired visit.
Hiroshima Peace Culture Foundaition
International Exchange Lounge, 1-5 Nakajima-cho, Naka-ku, Hiroshima
730-0811 Tel. (082)247-9715. Open: Daily 9:00–19:00 (May–Nov.)
10:00–18:00 (Dec.–Apr.)

Welcome Card enables all overseas visitors to speciffic area to receive benefit of discounted fees at tourist facilities, accommodaitions, restaurants, souvenir shops, and more.
Seto Inland Sea Welcome Card
(For use by) All non-Japanese visiting or living in Japan for less than 1 year.
(For use in) Tourist spots in Hiroshima, Yamaguchi and Ehime prefectures.
(Available at) JNTO Tourist Information Center, 10th fl., Tokyo Kotsu Kaikan Bldg., 210-1, Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.
Tourist Information in New Tokyo International Airport Passenger Terminal Bldg. 2,
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park, JR Hiroshima Station , JR Shin-Onomichi Station, JR
Kure Station, JR Shimonoseki Station, JR Shin-Shimonoseki Station, Shimonoseki Port,
Hagi City Tourist Association, JR Iwakuni Station, Akiyoshidai, JR Matsuyama Station,
Dogo, Ehime Prefectural International Center, Matusyama Airport, Omishima
Museum, Tobe Pottery Traditional Industry, Miyajima Pier.

TOURIST INFORMATION
(“i” Tourist Information Offices)
information

Hiroshima Convention & Visitors Bureau
Peace Memorial Park, 1-1 Nakajima-cho,
Naka-ku, Hiroshima City, Hiroshima Pref. Tel.(082)247-6738
9:30–18:00 (Apr.–Sep.); 9:30–19:00 (Aug.1–15), 8:30–17:00 (Oct.–Mar.)
Miyajima Tourist Information Office
Miyajima Pier
Tel.(0829)44-2011
9:00-17:00 daily.

W

The Welcome Inns comprise a range of accommo-

dations from hotels, business hotels, ryokan, minshuku and
pensions to youth hostels. Most of them have guest rooms
the charge for which is a modest ¥8,000 or less per night for a single
room .

Reservation for Welcome Inns is available through International Tourism Center of Japan (ITCJ).

—————————————————————————————
Reservation before your departure for Japan
Visit ITCJ's website at http://www.itcj.or.jp or JNTO's at http://www.jnto.go.jp.
Also your request by mail, fax or e-mail is accepted and processed at ITCJ’s head
office. To make a reservation, simply complete the Reservation Request Form
available from your nearest JNTO offices and send it to the head office at least
one week ahead by e-mail or fax, or three weeks ahead of your departure from
home by mail. Confirmed flight booking required for application. Especially for
your first night in Japan, we accept the reservation request only when you have a
firm booking on a flight arriving in Japan by no later than 7:00 p.m.

Reservation after your arrival in Japan
To take advantage of our service, you must appear in person at any of the
Welcome Inn reservation counters located at the Tourist Information Centers
(TICs) operated by JNTO (in Tokyo) or ITCJ (at Narita Airport and Kansai
Airport).

Welcome Inn Reservation Center
c/o International Tourism Center of Japan
9th F1., Kanda Urban Bldg., 2-4-2, Kanda Tsukasacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0048

Tel:03-3252-1717 Fax:03-3252-1521
All information contained in this leaflet is based on data as of July 2003.
Transportation schedules, fares, accommodation charges, etc. are subject to
change. Check with organizations concerned for updated information.
© 2003 Japan National Tourist Organization. All rights reserved. Reproduction in
whole or in part without written permission is prohibited.
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